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I. INTRODUCTION 
Stimulated to a considerable extent by problems arising in the theory of 
nonlinear partial differential equations, interest in nonlinear operator equa- 
tions in Banach and Hilbert spaces has been particularly keen for a number 
of years and substantial progress has been made by way of extensions of the 
classical theory, in which the operators are usually required to be compact. 
In this paper we continue this extension process and study equations 
involving certain mappings, the so-called N-operators, trivial examples of 
which are furnished by compact maps. To define these operators the notion 
of the measure of nonprecompactness x(52) of a bounded subset D of a 
Banach space X is needed: x(Q) is th e infimum of those positive numbers 6 
such that a can be covered by a finite number of open balls of radius 6. 
The N-operators are those continuous maps T of X into itself such that 
x(7’(Q)) < x(Q) for every bounded nonprecompact set Q. The basic result 
for N-operators was given by Sadovskii [I I], who referred to them as con- 
densing mappings; he proved that if T is such a map, taking a closed, 
bounded, convex subset C of X into itself, then T has a fixed point in C. 
Here we consider an N-operator T acting in a Hilbert space H and establish 
various fixed point results, one of which is that the conclusion of Sadovskii’s 
theorem still holds even if T merely takes the boundary aC of C into C. 
These results are then used to obtain existence theorems for solutions of 
equations of the form x - TX = y, where y is a given element of H. Some 
of these theorems may be thought of as extensions of the wellknown theorem 
concerning such equations when T is linear and has norm less than I _ 
Mappings satisfying conditions involving a measure of nonprecompactness 
of bounded sets Q have also been investigated by Darbo [4]. He uses a 
measure a(Q) which is apparently different from x(Q), since Al is the 
infimum of those S > 0 such that Sz can be covered by a finite number of sets 
with diameter less than or equal to 6. The mappings he considers are called 
k-set contractions, and are those continuous maps T of X into itself for which 
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there is a constant k 3 0 such that a(T(Q)) < KC@) for all bounded subsets 
Sz of X. Darbo proves that if C is a closed, bounded, convex subset of X and 
T : C---f C is a k-set contraction (k < l), then T has a fixed point in C. 
More recently, by developing a degree theory for these mappings, Nussbaum 
[lo] has shown that the same is true even if T merely takes K’ into C, provided 
C has nonempty interior. Our methods enable us to prove results containing 
these theorems, when X is a Hilbert space. The proofs are elementary in the 
sense that they make no use of degree theory. 
Finally, we indicate how the techniques used in this paper may be applied 
in Banach spaces. Results of the same general character can be obtained, but 
unfortunately only under more restrictive hypotheses. 
2. FIXED POINT THEOREMS 
Throughout the paper, X will stand for a real Banach space and H for a 
real Hilbert space. 
DEFINITION. Let Q be a bounded subset of X, and set 
x(Q) = inf(6 > 0 : 52 can be covered by a finite number of open balls of 
radius S}, 
a(Q) = inf{S > 0 : Q can be covered by a finite number of sets of 
diameter < S>. 
A continuous map T : X + X is called an N-operator if x( T(Q)) < x(Q) for 
every bounded non-precompact subset l2 of X, a k-set contraction if there is a 
constant k > 0 such that a(T(S1)) < k+2) for all bounded subsets 52, and a 
k,-set contraction if x( T(G)) < kx(Q) for all bounded a. 
It is clear that all three classes of operators introduced above include the 
compact operators, i.e., those continuous maps T which take bounded sets 
into relatively compact ones. Further examples of members of these classes 
are provided by strict contractions, which are those operators T for which 
there is a constant k, 0 < k < 1, such that I] TX - Ty 11 < k 11 x - y 11 for 
all x, y in X: evidently such maps Tare k- and k,-set contractions (and hence 
N-operators also, since k < 1). Moreover, it is not hard to show that A + B, 
where A is compact and B is a strict contraction, is both a k- and a k,-set 
contraction, for some k < 1. Maps obtained by intertwining compact opera- 
tors and strict contractions also provide examples of interest, for Webb [12] 
has shown that strict semicontractions are N-operators: a strict semicontraction 
isamapT:X-+XdefinedbyTx=S(x,x),xEX,whereS:X~X-+X 
is such that for each fixed x in X, S(x, .) is compact and S(*, x) is a strict 
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contraction. Examples of N-operators which are not &-set contractions may 
be obtained without too much difficulty, e.g., the nonlinear contractions of 
Nashed and Wong [9] give rise to mappings of this kind. 
Our first result is 
THEOREM 1. Let T : H -+ H be an N-operator such that for some R > 0, 
11 x /I = R implies that TX # Ax f OY any h > 1. Then T has a jixed point in the 
closed ball B, of radius R and centre 0. 
Proof. Let L be the radial retraction of H on B, , i.e., 
X if II x II < R 
Lx = 
R& if II41 3R. 
It is known [SJ that 11 Lx - Ly 1) < /I x - y ]I for all X, y in the Hilbert space H. 
A routine calculation shows that LT is an N-operator which maps B, into 
itself; so by Sadovskii’s theorem [ 1 l] there exists q-, E B, such that x,, = LTx,,. 
There are two possibilities: either x0 is a boundary point of BR , or x,, is an 
interior point. If II x,, 11 < R, then II LTxO II < R so that LTx,, = TX, = x,, . 
Alternatively, if I( x,, )I = R, then 
x,,=LTr,=a, 
which gives TX, = Xx, where 
x= IITxoII > 1 ---I. R 
However, X > 1 is excluded by hypothesis so that x0 = TX, once more. 
COROLLARY 1. Let T : H -+ H be an N-operator such that ,for some R > 0 
(TX, x) ,< 11 x /Ia for II x 1) = R. Then T has aJixedpoint b B, . 
Proof. The situation TX = AX implies (Xx, x) ,( /I x II2 for II x/I = R, so 
that h < 1. Hence the theorem is applicable. 
COROLLARY 2. Let T : H -+ H be an N-operator such that for some 
R > 0, T maps aB, into BR . Then T has a fixed point in BR . 
COROLLARY 3. Let T : H -+ H be a IX-set contraction such that I-T maps 
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closed balls illto closed sets. Suppose that for some R > 0, /I x 11 = R and A > 1 
imply TX # Ax. Then T has a fixed point in B, . 
Proof. For 0 < r < 1, let T, =- rT. Suppose 1’ x I/ = R: then if h > 1, 
Y TX f rhx, so that if TV > 1 and r satisfies 0 < r < I, we have T,x f px. 
By the theorem, since T, is plainly an N-operator, there exists x, in B, such 
that TTxr = X, . 
Then (I- T) x, = T,x, - TX, =y (r - 1) TX, -+ 0 as r -+ 1, since {xr} 
is bounded and T, being a l,-set contraction, maps bounded sets into bounded 
sets. Thus 0 belongs to the closure of (I - T) B, . But (I - T) B, is closed, 
by hypothesis: hence there exists x in B, such that 0 = x - TX. 
Corollary 3 shows that a contraction and, more generally, a semicontraction 
T which is such that for some R > 0, TX f hx if X > 1 and 11 x I[ = R, has a 
fixed point in B, . We recall that the defining property of a contraction T is 
that 11 TX - Ty I/ < I/ x - y I/ for all x, y in X while a semicontraction is 
defined analogously to a strict semicontraction save that the associated map S 
is now required to be a contraction in the first variable and S(x, .) is required 
to map weakly convergent sequences into strongly convergent ones. This 
consequence of Corollary 3 follows from the fact that if T is a semicontraction 
it is a IX-set contraction, as a modification of the arguments of [12] shows, 
while the hypothesis about I-T in the Corollary is automatically satisfied, as 
Browder (11 has shown. 
Remarks. (1) Corollary 2 is in fact true in a strengthened form, viz., let 
C be a closed, bounded, convex subset of H and T : H --+ H an N-operator 
which maps the boundary of C into C. Then T has a fixed point in C. 
To see this we define a map x ++L’x from H into C by associating with 
each x in H the point in C nearest to it. Such a map is a contraction in Hilbert 
space and the desired conclusion follows from an argument similar to that 
used in Theorem 1. 
(2) An examination of the proof of Sadovskii’s theorem shows that its 
conclusion remains true if the condition x(T(O)) < x(Q) imposed on T is 
replaced by a(T(Q)) < al(Q) for every bounded nonprecompact set a. It 
follows that Theorem 1, together with Corollaries 1 and 2, all hold for maps T 
which satisfy this new condition in place of the N-operator condition, while 
Corollary 3 holds for l-set contractions. Moreover, the strengthened form of 
Corollary 2 given in Remark 1 may similarly be varied to read as follows: Let 
T : H + H be continuous, and such that ct( T(Q)) < c@) for every bounded 
nonprecompact set a. Suppose C is a closed, bounded, convex subset of H, 
and let T(X) C C. Then T has a fixed point in C. 
This result properly includes those of Darbo [4] and Nussbaum [lo] 
mentioned in the Introduction, when the operators act in a Hilbert space. 
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3. MAPPING THEOREMS 
First we recall that a map T : H --+ H is called coercive if for all x E H, 
0% 4 > 4 x II) II x II 7 w h ere c is a real-valued continuous function defined 
on R, and such that c(t) ---f cc as t + cx). 
THEOREM 2. Let T : H -+ H be an N-operator and suppose I - T is 
coercive, where I is the identity map. Then I - T is surjective; i.e., given any y 
in H there exists x in H such that x - TX = y. 
Proof. Let y be any element of H. Then 
(Y + TX, x) = (y, x) + (x, x) - ((I - T) x, x), 
so that by the coercive property of I - T there exists R > 0 such that 
(Y + TX, x) < II x II2 for II x 11 3 R. 
Since the map 5’ : H + H defined by Sx = y + TX is easily seen to be an 
N-operator, an application of Corollary 1 of Theorem 1 establishes the exist- 
ence of x in BR such that y + TX = x; hence I - T is surjective. 
COROLLARY. Let T be a l,-set contraction such that I - T is coercive and 
maps closed balls into closed sets. Then I - T is surjective. 
Proof. For 0 < r < 1, let T, = rT. The identity 
I- T,=r(I- T)+(l -r)I 
shows that I - T, is coercive for each r (0 < r < 1). By the theorem, I - T,. 
is surjective, so that given y in H there exists x, in H with x, - T,xr = y. 
Since 
((I- T,) xv 9 4 = (Y, XT> 3 rc(ll x, II) II XT II + (1 - r) II x, 112, 
a routine calculation then shows that for some t, I/ x, 11 < t for all Y, so that 
{xv} is uniformly bounded and hence so is {TX,}, since the IX-set contraction T 
takes bounded sets into bounded sets. 
Finally, (xr - TX,) - (q - Tgc,) = (r - 1) TX, + 0 as r ---f 1, and thus 
x, - TX, -+ y as r ---f 1. Hence y belongs to the closure of (I - T) B,; since 
(I - T) B, is closed, I - T is surjective. 
This Corollary is applicable to semicontractions and, as remarked earlier, 
the hypothesis that I - T maps closed balls into closed sets is automatically 
satisfied in this case. 
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Theorem 2 can be used to deduce mapping theorems for quasibounded 
operators. An operator T is said to be quasibounded if there exist positive 
constants K and ps such that 11 x I/ 3 pa > 0 implies that jl TX ii/i] x/I < K. 
The quasinorm / T j of T is given by 
Plainly a bounded linear operator is quasibounded, with 1 T / = // T 11 . 
THEOREM 3. Let T : H + H be an N-operator which is quasibounded with 
1 T I < 1. Then I - T is surjective. 
Proof. Let 6 > 0 be such that / T / + 6 < 1. Then since 
((I 0 s’i;” ‘) > (1 - I T I - 6) II x II , 
for large enough 1) x /I , I - T is coercive. The result now follows immediately 
from Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY. If T is a l,-set contraction such that I - T maps closed balls 
into closed sets and I T 1 < 1, then I - T is surjective. 
Proof. This follows easily from the corollary to Theorem 2. 
Various special cases of Theorem 3 are known apart from the classical 
result with T linear and II T/j < 1; for example, the situation for T compact 
was dealt with by Granas [8], while Nashed and Wong [9] and Fucik [7] 
dealt with sums of compact and contraction maps. The corollary may be 
applied to semicontractions T to show that if 1 T / < 1, then (I - T) is 
surjective. 
As we observed in remark 2 above, the conditions on T involving the x 
measure of nonprecompactness could be replaced by the corresponding 
or-condition in Theorem 2 and 3 and their Corollaries. 
4. OPERATORS IN BANACH SPACES 
The theorems proved above in a Hilbert space depended for their proof on 
the fact that the radial retraction L is a contraction. This is, however, valid 
only in Hilbert space; in Banach spaces which are not Hilbert spaces the corre- 
sponding result is 11 Lx - Ly 11 < K II x - y 11 for some constant k, 1 < K < 2. 
In some Banach spaces, e.g. 11, the constant 2 is necessary, but in uniformly 
convex spaces the inequality holds with K less than 2; in fact Karlovitz and 
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De Figueiredo [6] have obtained the estimate k < 2 - 26 where 8 is the 
modulus of convexity corresponding to E = 1. In Lp, 1 < p < co, p # 2, we 
can explicitly calculate 6 using the Clarkson inequalities [3]. We obtain 
1 - S = (1 - 1/2p)llp for p > 2 and 1 - 6 = (1 - 1/2*)1/9 for 1 < p < 2, 
where l/p + l/q = 1. 
It is thus immediate that Theorem 1 is valid in any Banach space provided 
that the condition on T is strengthened by requiring that T be a k,-set con- 
traction with k < 4; in uniformly convex spaces k < l/(2 - 26) will suffice. 
The same plainly applies to Corollaries 2 and 3 of Theorem 1. Moreover, 
k,-set contractions may be replaced by k-set contractions. 
In order to give corresponding results for Theorems 2 and 3 we need an 
extension of the notion of inner product. Such an extension is provided by 
duality mappings ] of X into its dual X*. A duality mapping J : X-t X* 
is a map that satisfies I/ Jx 11 = I/ x 11 and (x, Jx) = (1~) (x) = 11 x /I2 for every 
x in X. Such maps always exist in any Banach space in view of the Hahn- 
Banach theorem (see [2] for further details). 
Theorem 2 is now valid in the following form: Let T : X -+ X be a k,-set 
contraction, (k < &), such that for some duality mapping J 
((I- T) x> 14 2 4 x It) II x II 7 
where c(t) -+ co as t + co. Then I - T is surjective. 
Theorem 3 is also true for k,-set contractions (k < Q) in Banach spaces. 
Obviously, when X is a uniformly convex space it is enough to assume in these 
results that T is a k,-set contraction with k < l/(2 - 26). 
Finally, we remark that Nussbaum [IO] has proved a version of Corollary 2 
to Theorem 1 for k-set contractions, k < I, in arbitrary Banach spaces. Thus, 
our methods do not give the best possible results outside Hilbert spaces.l 
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